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DON’T BE FOOLED BY FAKE AUTO INSURANCE REFORM, SAYS MICHIGAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Drivers Cannot Afford to Protect Profits and the Status Quo

LANSING, Mich. – The Michigan Chamber of Commerce today issued a statement warning lawmakers not to be fooled by phony auto insurance reform proposals being supported by ambulance-chasing personal injury attorneys and hospitals that profit from the status quo.

“Opponents of the real, cost-saving reforms supported by Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan, House Speaker Tom Leonard and House Insurance Chair Lana Theis are pulling out all the stops,” said Wendy Block, Sr. Director of Health Policy, Human Resources & Business Advocacy for the Michigan Chamber. “Ambulance-chasing personal injury attorneys and price-gouging medical providers have been raking in profits on the backs of Michigan drivers and will do anything to protect their gravy train.”

“The so-called alternative package of bills being pushed by Rep. Ben Frederick and Rep. Donna Lasinski are a diversion and a thinly veiled attempt to give opponents of reform ‘political cover’ for voting no and avoiding real reform,” added Block. “These bills actually would increase costs on Michigan drivers and put more money into the pockets of those favoring the status quo and Michigan’s wholly unique auto insurance mandates.”

“This is a political tactic we normally see out of Washington DC: provide a false solution that doesn’t solve the problem and declare victory for political cover,” said Jim Holcomb, Senior Vice President, Business Advocacy & General Counsel for the Michigan Chamber. “Lawmakers need to find courage and tackle the very real problem of Michigan’s highest-in-the-nation auto insurance costs and its primary cost-drivers.”

-more-
“While the real auto insurance reform plan being pushed by the Speaker and Mayor would save drivers more than $1 billion annually, the fake plan fails to give drivers choice in their level of medical coverage; allows hospitals and other medical providers to continue their price gouging, charging drivers two, three, seven or more times more for their medical procedures than they would any other patient with medical coverage; and offers watered-down fraud protections,” said Block.

“For the Michigan Chamber, the choice is clear: Lawmakers can either support real, cost-saving reforms that will benefit the 7.1 million licensed drivers in Michigan or do nothing and support greedy special interests profiting from the current system at the expense of drivers,” said Holcomb.

“This is not a new issue,” said Rich Studley, President & CEO. “Auto insurance reform and driver choice has been debated for years so there is no good reason the Legislature shouldn’t pass a bill this week. Lawmakers shouldn’t go home for Thanksgiving break until they pass a bill.”

“This is a key record call vote for the Michigan Chamber and we will be actively monitoring who’s on the right side on this issue,” concluded Studley.

The Michigan Chamber of Commerce is a statewide business organization representing approximately 6,400 employers, trade associations and local chambers of commerce. The Michigan Chamber represents businesses of every size and type in all 83 counties of the state. The Chamber was established in 1959 to be an advocate for Michigan’s job providers in the legislative, political and legal process. It is one of only six state chambers accredited by the U.S. Chamber and one of only four state chambers accredited with distinction.
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